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Abstract
This study adopted 30 students enrolled design studio subject, a combination of Media and Creative Studies and Journalism in Chinese programme students from the second year of the respective degree programs using Hamblen’s model art criticism approach in design studio course at a higher learning institution. This research employed the quasi-experimental design, a single-group interrupted time series-design to measure the students' academic achievement. The data collection involved two instruments, mainly teaching module and five set questions of the test. The objective was to determine students' academic achievements. The statistical procedure namely descriptive statistics was used to measure means and standard deviations; and inferential statistics. Repeated ANOVA was used to measure the differences in five set questions of test scores and lessons (studio art productions) scores of students across of time spent in the 14 weeks were employed. From the findings it can be concluded all the 30 students tested have revealed a reasonable amount of developmental progression in their tests, whereas for lessons (studio art productions) scores, students were able to make criticism or critical judgment of their artwork by adapting a good understanding. The effectiveness of Hamblen’s model displayed students' good understanding of art criticism in their tests and lessons (studio art productions), evidently showed there was substantial increase in terms of students' critical thinking.
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Introduction
In this digital era, art criticism (inquiry to art appreciation) found to be neglected by many art schools, colleges or universities, although artistic knowledge is found to be the primary component apart from studio art production in most art curriculums. The lack of concern towards teaching of art criticism at almost all levels of art programs, therefore art criticism must be given consideration and importance in the process of teaching and learning of art education. Most of the times, students do not know what to say, how to go about it, or they are fearful of making the wrong judgments. This is because majority of art students are only keen in making studio art production and might only have little or dull way of writing their critical judgment (Harrinni Md Noor & Zarina Samsudin, 2016; Ali Nouri & Soheila Farsi, 2018). Looking at the teaching perspective, art educators having difficulty to include
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